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I. INTRODUCTION

1. By this action, the Commission is amending its rules and regulations to establish procedures for avoiding unwanted telephone solicitations to residences, and to regulate the use of automatic telephone dialing systems, prerecorded or artificial voice messages, and telephone facsimile machines.

II. BACKGROUND

2. This proceeding was initiated by passage of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991, Public Law 102-243, December 20, 1991, which amended Title II of the Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 201 et seq., by adding a new section, 47 U.S.C. § 227 (TCPA). In its preamble, the TCPA recognizes the legitimacy of the telemarketing industry, but states that unrestricted telemarketing could be an intrusive invasion of privacy and, in some instances, a risk to public safety. Accordingly, the TCPA imposes restrictions on the use of automatic telephone dialing systems, the use of artificial or prerecorded voice, and on the use of telephone facsimile machines to send unsolicited advertisements. Specifically, the TCPA prohibits autodialed and prerecorded voice message calls to emergency lines, any health care facility or similar establishment, and numbers assigned to radio common carrier services or any service for which the called party is charged for the call, unless the call is made with the prior express consent of the called party or is made for emergency purposes. The TCPA also prohibits calls made without prior express consent to a residence using an artificial or prerecorded voice to deliver a message, unless it is an emergency call or is exempted by the Commission. Unsolicited advertisements may not be transmitted by telephone facsimile machines. Those using such machines or transmitting artificial or prerecorded voice messages are subject to certain identification requirements. The statute
outlines various remedies for violations of the TCPA. Finally, the TCPA requires that the Commission consider several methods to accommodate telephone subscribers who do not wish to receive unsolicited advertisements, including live voice solicitations.

3. The TCPA notes that, "[t]he privacy rights, public safety interests, and commercial freedoms of speech and trade must be balanced in a way that protects the privacy of individuals and permits legitimate telemarketing practices." TCPA at Section 2(9). The preamble of the TCPA notes that the use of telemarketing is widespread, and generates more than $400 billion in commercial activity each year, through more than 30,000 businesses employing more than 300,000 people. TCPA at Section 2(2)-(4). Our task in this proceeding is to implement the TCPA in a way that reasonably accommodates individuals' rights to privacy as well as the legitimate business interests of telemarketers.

4. In accordance with the requirements of the TCPA, the Commission, on April 10, 1992, adopted a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) in this proceeding. The NPRM proposed rules implementing provisions of the TCPA which place restrictions on the use of automatic telephone dialing systems and artificial or prerecorded messages. The NPRM requested comment on the proposed rules, and requested comment and analysis regarding several alternative methods for restricting telephone solicitations to residential subscribers. Approximately two hundred and forty parties, including 83 newspapers, 25 industry and trade associations, 6 consumer advocacy groups, and 17 common carriers submitted comments or reply comments in response to the NPRM. A list of those parties is contained in Appendix A.

5. In this proceeding, we analyze the costs and benefits associated with each of the alternatives for meeting the goals of the TCPA. The rules we adopt attempt to balance the privacy concerns which the TCPA seeks to protect, and the continued viability of beneficial and useful business services. We adopt rules which protect residential telephone subscriber privacy by requiring telemarketers to place a consumer on a do-not-call list if the consumer

---

1 The President signed the bill into law because it gives the Commission "ample authority to preserve legitimate business practices." Statement by the President upon signing the TCPA into law, December 20, 1991.

2 See Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in CC Docket No. 92-90, 7 FOC Rcd 2736 (1992). The Commission designates Subpart L of Part 64 of its rules as the appropriate location for most of the rules implementing the TCPA. Additional rules implementing the TCPA which address certain requirements for terminal equipment are located in Part 68 of the Commission's rules. The full text of the TCPA is included as an appendix to the NPRM. The rules adopted in this order appear in Appendix B.

3 In addition to comments filed by the parties listed in Appendix A, we received numerous letters and other informal comments in response to the NPRM. We have considered each of these additional comments in adopting this Report and Order.
requests not to receive further solicitations.\textsuperscript{4} Further, we adopt, as proposed: (1) the prohibitions on calls made by automated telephone dialing systems and artificial or prerecorded voice messages (in the absence of an emergency or the prior express consent of the called party) to emergency lines, health care facilities, radio common carriers or any number for which the called party is charged for the call; (2) the prohibition on artificial or prerecorded voice message calls to residences; (3) the prohibition on the transmission of unsolicited advertisements by telephone facsimile machines; (4) the requirements that telephone facsimile machines and artificial or prerecorded voice messages identify the sender of such transmissions; (5) the requirement that artificial or prerecorded voice messages release the line of the called party within 5 seconds of notification that the called party has hung up; and (6) the prohibition on calls which simultaneously engage two or more lines of a multi-line business. We exempt from the prohibition on prerecorded or artificial voice message calls to residences those calls: not made for commercial purposes; made for commercial purposes which do not transmit an unsolicited advertisement; made to a party with whom the caller has an established business relationship; and non-commercial calls by tax-exempt nonprofit organizations.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Definitions

6. Many commenters request clarification, or offer their own definitions, of terms which appear in the NPRM and the TCPA. Accordingly, definitions of the following terms are set forth in Section 64.1200(f) of our rules, 47 C.F.R. § 64.1200(f):	extsuperscript{5} automatic telephone dialing system ("autodialer"); established business relationship; telephone facsimile machine; telephone solicitation, and; unsolicited advertisement.\textsuperscript{6} We emphasize that the term autodialer does not include the transmission of an artificial or prerecorded voice. As indicated in the discussion below, we decline to adopt definitions offered by commenters where such definitions fit only a narrow set of circumstances, in favor of broad definitions which best reflect legislative intent by accommodating the full range of telephone services and telemarketing practices.

B. Procedures for Avoiding Unwanted Telephone Solicitations to Residences

\textsuperscript{4} In this order, the term "telemarketer" refers to any person or entity making a telephone solicitation (regardless of the precise means used to place or complete such a call).

\textsuperscript{5} See Appendix B.

\textsuperscript{6} All terms except "established business relationship" are defined in the TCPA (see § 227(a)); we have incorporated those statutory definitions in our rules.
7. The TCPA and our rules, as adopted here, define "telephone solicitation" as the initiation of a telephone call or message for the purpose of encouraging the purchase or rental of, or investment in, property, goods, or services, which is transmitted to any person, but such term does not include a call or message (A) to any person with that person's prior express invitation or permission, (B) to any person with whom the caller has an established business relationship, or (C) by a tax-exempt nonprofit organization. Definitions of the terms "prior express consent" and "established business relationship" are set forth at paras. 29-35, infra. The TCPA requires that the Commission prescribe regulations to implement procedures for protecting the privacy rights of residential telephone subscribers in an efficient, effective, and economic manner. § 227(c)(2). In determining which methods or procedures would best enable subscribers to avoid unwanted telephone solicitations, the Commission analyzed: the respective costs and benefits of several alternatives; which public or private entities are capable of administering the available alternatives; the impact of the various alternatives on small businesses and second class mail permit holders; and whether there is a need for additional authority from Congress to further restrict telephone solicitations.\footnote{7
47 U.S.C. § 227(c). The TCPA also requires the Commission to consider whether specific regulations should be adopted regulating artificial or prerecorded voice calls to businesses. § 227(b)(2)(A). Concerns regarding telemarketer intrusions upon commerce are largely addressed in the rules, which prohibit autodailed and artificial or prerecorded message calls where the called party would incur costs for such calls, such calls would likely affect public health and safety, or where such calls would tie up two or more lines of a business simultaneously. See 47 C.F.R. §§ 64.1200 (a)(1), (a)(4), and (b). Commenters express concern that prerecorded message calls will affect public health and safety and impede commerce. Most commenters, however, do not raise privacy concerns with respect to prerecorded calls to businesses. Based on the record and on the scope of the prohibitions on autodailers and prerecorded messages in the rules we adopt today, we are not persuaded that additional prohibitions on prerecorded voice message calls to businesses are necessary at this time.}

1. Live vs. Artificial or Prerecorded Voice Solicitations.

8. In the NFRM, the Commission requested comment on whether it is in the public interest to recognize an inherent difference in the nuisance factor between artificial or prerecorded voice calls as opposed to live solicitations. Further, the NFRM raised the issue of whether regulation of live solicitation is necessary to protect residential subscriber privacy rights. Most commenters do not object to some form of restriction on live solicitations, but distinguish between live solicitations, particularly those made by predictive dialers (which deliver calls to live operators), and solicitations completed by artificial or prerecorded voice messages. These commenters contend that artificial or prerecorded voice solicitations are a greater nuisance and an invasion of privacy, and cite the relatively greater number of complaints to
the Commission about this specific mode of solicitation to support this claim. Several commenters, however, cite legislative history in asserting that Congress intended to regulate all solicitations, whether live or artificial or prerecorded voice, because both types of unwanted solicitations represent a nuisance and an invasion of privacy. These commenters note that the figures on consumer complaints received by the Commission, suggesting that live solicitations are much less intrusive, do not fully reflect the volume of complaints regarding live solicitations because not all such complaints are reported directly to the Commission.

9. While the commenters demonstrate that there are separate privacy concerns associated with artificial or prerecorded solicitations as opposed to live operator solicitations (e.g. calls placed by recorded message players can be more difficult for the consumer to reject or avoid), the record as a whole indicates that consumers who do not wish to receive telephone solicitations would object to either form of solicitation. We are persuaded by the comments, the numerous letters from individuals, and the legislative history that both live and artificial or prerecorded voice telephone solicitations should be subject to significant restrictions. Accordingly, as discussed below, we select company-specific do-not-call lists as the most effective alternative to protect residential subscribers from unwanted live and artificial or prerecorded voice message solicitations. For the reasons discussed below, we believe that this alternative most effectively balances the privacy interests of residential subscribers who wish to avoid unwanted solicitations (whether live or by artificial or prerecorded message) against the interests of telemarketers in maintaining useful and responsible business

8 See, e.g., comments of American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T).

9 See, e.g., comments of Center for the Study of Commercialism (CSC) and National Consumers League (NCL). Commenters point to statements in reports on earlier versions of the TCPA noting that technology which permits a greater volume of solicitations with less personnel has led to an increasing number of consumer complaints and has prompted at least 40 states to enact restrictions on the use of autodialers, prerecorded message players, and unwanted solicitations. As examples of the source of consumer complaints, the reports note that callers making solicitations often fail to identify themselves, and that autodialers and prerecorded messages do not release a line after hangup. See Senate Report 102-177, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991), p. 2; Senate Report 102-178, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991), pp. 2-3.

10 Lejeune Associates of Florida (Lejeune) notes that Florida receives 300-500 complaints per month under its telephone solicitation statute. The Ohio Public Utilities Commission (OPUC) receives an average of 100 telephone solicitation complaints per month. The Direct Marketing Association (DMA) notes that 400,000 consumers have asked to be included in its Telephone Preference Service, which functions as a do-not-call list for the telemarketing industry.

practices and of consumers who do wish to receive solicitations. 12

2. Alternatives to Restrict Telephone Solicitation to Residences.

10. As directed by the TCPA, the Commission has considered a number of alternatives for residential telephone subscribers to avoid receiving unwanted telephone solicitations. These include a national database, network technologies, special directory markings, time of day restrictions, and industry-based or company-specific do-not-call lists. The NPRM requested comment, as well as focused cost/benefit analyses, of these and any other methods proposed for protecting the privacy of residential telephone subscribers.

11. National Database. A majority of the commenters oppose this option because a national database of consumers who do not wish to receive telemarketing calls would be costly and difficult to establish and maintain. Estimates to start and operate a national database in the first year ranged from $20 million to $80 million, with commenters agreeing that operations would cost as much as $20 million annually in succeeding years. 13 The American Express Company (AMEX) asserts that the Commission's original estimates did not include the costs of educating consumers about the database, gathering and disseminating the data, and regularly updating the database. Several commenters, noting that businesses participating in state do-not-call databases pay as much as $1,500 annually, contend that many small businesses simply may not be able to afford participation in a national database. 14 Commenters assert that for most small businesses, participation would require an investment in computer software and hardware if the database were to be available on floppy disk, or would require additional personnel to review lists if a paper version of the list were made available to small businesses. 15 Many commenters express concern that consumers, as well as telemarketers, would ultimately bear the costs of a national database, either through higher prices charged by telemarketers or through costs incurred by a national database administrator and not recovered through fees on telemarketers. Further, several commenters question how participation in a national database would be enforced against telemarketers. 16

12. Numerous commenters argue that consumers would be disappointed in a national database because they would still receive unwanted calls after placing themselves in the national database, either because there will be a time lag in getting their preferences to telemarketers or because they would

---

12 Autodialer and prerecorded message calls are subject to a stricter standard, as discussed in paras. 27-51, infra.

13 See, e.g., comments of AT&T.

14 See, e.g., comments of Securities Industry Association (SIA).

15 See, e.g., comments of National Retail Federation (NRF).

16 See, e.g., comments of Pacific Bell, Nevada Bell (Pacific Bell).
still receive calls from exempted businesses or organizations.17 See paras. 32-41, infra. They note that since nearly one-fifth of all telephone numbers change each year, any database, whether local, regional, or national, would be continuously obsolete and would require constant updates in order to remain accurate.18 Commenters assert that quarterly or semannual updates would not be sufficiently frequent to avoid obsolescence or to accommodate consumer expectations.19 AT&T states that a national database would contain millions of names and addresses, and that at least 20 percent of those would change every year as people move, change telephone numbers, disconnect service, or simply decide to enter or leave the database. Commenters also oppose this option because consumers must make an all or nothing choice: either reject all telemarketing calls, even those which the consumer might wish to receive, or accept all telemarketing calls, including those which the consumer does not wish to receive.20 Moreover, several commenters question whether the confidentiality of telephone subscriber information could be adequately protected if it were maintained on a widely accessible list, and note that such information could be misused to compile telemarketing lists.21 Other commenters contend that a national do-not-call database would destroy the confidentiality of subscribers having unpublished or unlisted numbers.22

13. Commenters who support the creation of a national do-not-call database contend that it is the most efficient and effective means for avoiding unwanted telephone solicitations. Lejeune Associates and CSC contend that the do-not-call database which Lejeune currently operates in Florida could easily be expanded to form a national do-not-call database. CSC and OPUC suggest that an independent organization (such as the National Exchange Carrier Association or a telemarketing trade association) could administer a national database, perhaps under the supervision of a board of governors from government, the industry, and the public. Consumer Action envisions a system in which all telemarketers would send their calling lists to a third party administrator who would compare and remove all names which appear on the administrator's national do-not-call database. It maintains that such a system would allow participation by subscribers with unpublished numbers, and would lower the risk of breaches in subscriber confidentiality. The Independent Telecommunications Network (ITN) suggests that the Line Information Database (LIDB) currently maintained by local exchange carriers (LECs) could be used to register

17 See, e.g., comments of SafeCard Services, Inc. (SafeCard); and Sprint.
18 See, e.g., comments of AT&T.
19 See, e.g., comments of Sprint.
20 See, e.g., comments of DMA.
21 See, e.g., comments of Consumer Bankers Association (CBA).
22 See, e.g., comments of J.C. Penney. Southwestern Bell Telephone (SWBT) notes that laws in each of the states it serves prohibit SWBT from breaching the confidentiality of subscribers having unpublished or unlisted numbers.
subscriber do-not-call preferences nationwide, and could be accessed by telemarketers with the proper equipment for a minimal fee for each query.

14. Upon careful consideration of the costs and benefits of creating a national do-not-call database, we believe that the disadvantages of such a system outweigh any possible advantages. A national database would be costly and difficult to establish and maintain in a reasonably accurate form. As noted above, the most conservative estimates assume costs of $20 million in the first year of operation alone. The impact of the costs of retooling or hiring additional personnel for compliance would be greater on small or start-up businesses. Moreover, the greater these costs to smaller entities, the more likely that such costs would be passed on to consumers. Telemarketers' only means of making up the difference, given the absence of federal involvement in the establishment, operation, or maintenance of a national database, would be to pass along such costs to consumers. Commenters supporting a national database suggest that it be updated at least every three months. However, frequent updates would increase costs for both the database administrator and telemarketers. In addition, many commenters point out that each update would increase the potential for error in publishing or recording the telephone numbers of consumers requesting placement on the list. Regional or local telemarketers could be required to purchase a national do-not-call database even if they made no solicitations beyond their states or regions; additional rules to compensate for such varied telemarketing practices would, as with small businesses, increase the complexity and cost of implementing a national database. Additionally, commenters indicate that on-line computer databases present significantly greater technological difficulties.

15. We are persuaded by the comments that a national database which

23 We note that the TCPA prohibits any alternative which calls for any charge for participation to residential subscribers. § 227(c)(2). The Florida database, for example, charges subscribers for their participation in the database. Nynex Telephone Companies (Nynex) states that although New England Telephone has spent more than $1 million to implement a statewide do-not-call database in Massachusetts, only nine telemarketers have purchased the $300 do-not-call list. Nynex further notes that Massachusetts allows New England Telephone to recover costs of its state do-not-call database from the subscriber rate base.

24 Commenters largely support the Commission's tentative conclusion in the NPRM that a national database should neither receive federal funds nor a federal contract for its establishment, operation, or maintenance. NCL objects to the finding, arguing that the failure of self-regulation, along with the TCPA, require strict federal regulatory oversight of telemarketing practices. In light of the action taken in the TCPA and in our rules to restrict the most abusive telemarketing practices, and in the absence of more persuasive evidence to support federal expenditures to further restrict such practices, we find that it is not in the public interest to pass on to taxpayers the costs of a national database system.

25 See, e.g., comments of Citicorp, Sprint.
includes information in addition to telephone numbers (for greater accuracy and for verification purposes) could make national database information a target for unscrupulous telemarketers, and would present problems in protecting telemarketer proprietary information. A national database would similarly risk the privacy of telephone subscribers who have paid to have unpublished or unlisted numbers. While a national database would serve those who wish to avoid all telemarketing calls, commenters point to the success of telemarketing as proof that telephone subscribers by and large would like to maintain their ability to choose among those telemarketers from whom they do and do not wish to hear.26 In view of the many drawbacks of a national do-not-call database, and in light of the existence of an effective alternative (company-specific do-not-call lists), we conclude that this alternative is not an efficient, effective, or economic means of avoiding unwanted telephone solicitations.

16. Network Technologies. Most commenters oppose this option because they contend that it is not technologically feasible and is too costly.27 The use of a special area code or telephone number prefix for telemarketers, for example, requires the called party to be provided with a means to reject telephone solicitations by using automatic number identification (ANI) or a Caller ID service to block calls from a designated telemarketer prefix. Commenters concur that the SS7 technology which facilitates call blocking is costly to deploy; that the SS7 technology is not available to all telephone subscribers in all areas of the nation; that the North American Numbering Plan (NANP) may lack sufficient numbers to set aside an entire prefix for telemarketers; and that a service blocking all telemarketer calls would force consumers to sacrifice any choice between telemarketers from which they do and do not wish to hear.28 Even if this option were feasible, commenters argue that businesses would have to change their telephone numbers and all references to those numbers in every medium, which would be prohibitively expensive. Moreover, businesses may decide to invest in separate telephone lines for telemarketing to customers with an ongoing business relationship, an expense smaller enterprises perhaps could not afford.29 GTE Service Corporation (GTE), SNET, and U.S. West express concern that exchange carriers would be required to finance the implementation of this option, when telemarketers alone should bear the costs of protecting subscribers from unwanted telephone solicitations. Commenters concur that any ubiquitous call blocking system would require costly switch upgrades by LECs to accommodate the SS7 technology which permits call

26 See, e.g., comments of AMEX and Olan Mills. Moreover, based upon the comments, we are not persuaded that the current state of technology would permit the rapid and cost-efficient utilization of LIDB to function as a national do-not-call database. See, e.g., comments of TIN, Pacific Bell, Southern New England Telephone (SNET), SNET, and Sprint.

27 See, e.g., comments of AT&T, Lejeune Associates, and Sprint.

28 See, e.g., comments of SNET, Sprint.

29 See, e.g., comments of SIA.
In contrast, InterVoice and ITN argue that much of the infrastructure necessary to implement call blocking network technology nationally is already in place, and that this technology is an effective means for avoiding unwanted solicitations.

17. In view of the costs and technological uncertainties associated with implementation, we reject the network technologies alternative for avoiding unwanted telephone solicitations. This alternative would ultimately place the cost of consumer privacy protection on telemarketers, local exchange carriers, and consumers alike. The more than 30,000 businesses engaged in telemarketing would be required to incur costs associated with changing their telephone numbers to numbers which carry a telemarketing prefix, and would perhaps be forced to obtain new lines for conducting operations other than solicitations. All LECs would be forced to upgrade their networks without regard to demand for technology. Moreover, it is unclear whether fees on telemarketers would be sufficient to cover the costs of making call blocking technology universally available, raising the possibility that such costs would be passed on to residential telephone subscribers, in violation of the TCPA. Based on the commenters' assessments of the cost and technological barriers to implementation of this alternative, we conclude that network technologies are not the best means for accomplishing the objectives of the TCPA at this time.

18. Special Directory Markings. A majority of commenters oppose this alternative because it would require telemarketers to purchase and review thousands of local telephone directories, at great cost and to little ultimate effect. Commenters note, for example, that telemarketing firms compile calling lists from many sources other than local telephone directories. Hence, many telemarketers would not ordinarily discover a subscriber's do-not-call preference in the process of targeting likely prospects. Commenters argue that this alternative has many of the disadvantages of the national database option, because subscribers would have to make an all or nothing choice about receiving telemarketing calls, and subscribers would be disappointed at the time lag in entering their preference, during which they would continue to receive unwanted calls. Moreover, since directories are published only once a year, the subscriber preference information would quickly become obsolete, and telemarketers would pay enormous costs to access any computerized telephone directories. Commenters also argue that special directory markings would not

---

30 See, e.g., comments of Bell Atlantic; BellSouth; Pacific Bell; and SNET.
31 See, e.g., comments of CSC, GTE.
32 See, e.g., comments of J.C Penney, North American Telecommunications Association (NATA) and SafeCard. Mynex states that inserting an asterisk to mark do-not-call preferences in its directories would cost its publishing division $100,000, in addition to $300,000 for an additional 400 tons of paper and $125,000 in printing costs. Mynex's experiment in using an asterisk to mark customer preferences received complaints that marks confused readers. BellSouth provided special directory markings in its state of Florida directory from October 1, 1987 to October 1, 1990. In its comments, BellSouth states that the service proved to be largely ineffective in reducing unwanted
permit subscribers with unpublished or unlisted numbers to avoid telephone solicitations. BellSouth and Consumer Action argue that this option unfairly divides responsibility for curbing unwanted calls between LECs and telemarketers, when telemarketers alone should bear any relevant costs or administrative burdens. Furthermore, U.S. West contends that disappointed subscribers will seek relief from the LEC rather than an offending telemarketer if preferences are not respected or are not communicated to telemarketers in a timely fashion.

19. We agree with commenters that this alternative would be too costly and burdensome for telemarketers to implement efficiently, regardless of their size, especially given the existence of an effective alternative (company-specific do-not-call lists). Such a system would rely on much obsolete information and could not be updated in a timely fashion. Significantly, implementation of special directory markings would place much of the burden of cost and implementation on LECs, which could not pass on such costs to residential telephone subscribers because the TCPA prohibits charges to consumers for privacy protection. § 227(c)(2). Unpublished and unlisted numbers could not be included in such a system. Ultimately, this option combines the disadvantages of maximum cost to all participants with minimal potential effectiveness, and therefore is not a suitable means of accomplishing the goals of the TCPA.

20. Industry-Based or Company-Specific Do-Not-Call Lists. A majority of commenters support company-specific do-not-call lists as the most effective, most easily implemented, and the least costly of each of the methods proposed to curb unwanted telephone solicitations. Commenters supporting this approach state that the company-specific do-not-call list alternative appropriately places the burden of compliance squarely on telemarketers. These commenters view this method as less costly and less burdensome because many telemarketers already maintain company-specific do-not-call lists, and because most telemarketers can readily verify and compare subscriber information with information drawn from their own customer lists. Commenters favoring this option note several reasons for implementing it: (1) it is effective in halting unwanted solicitations; (2) it accords greater recognition of consumer privacy interests than a national database or special directory

solicitations and was withdrawn. See comments of BellSouth at 9, n. 13.

33 See, e.g., comments of BellSouth and Consumer Action.

34 See, e.g., comments of National Telephone Cooperative Association (NTCA) and Pacific Bell.

35 See, e.g., comments of Citicorp; Olan Mills; Sprint; and SWBT.

36 See, e.g., comments of CUC International, Olan Mills, Pacific Bell.

37 See, e.g., comments of Ameritech Operating Companies (Ameritech) and Cox Enterprises, Inc. (Cox).
markings; (3) it eliminates anticompetitive concerns in special directory markings or a national database, in which phone companies could have access to proprietary information; (4) it allows desired solicitations; (5) it places costs squarely on telemarketers, yet avoids undue costs or restrictions for telemarketers; (6) it avoids burdening Commission resources; and (7) it appropriately balances legitimate privacy expectations against legitimate uses of telemarketing.38

21. In response to our observation in the NPRM that telemarketers would be required to produce evidence of compliance with any requirement mandating company or industry-based do-not-call lists, several commenters suggest that telemarketers be required to follow certain guidelines for maintaining such lists. For example, commenters propose that telemarketers be required to: (1) maintain a written policy implementing its do-not-call procedures; (2) inform and train telemarketing representatives in the existence and implementation of the company-specific do-not-call list; (3) inform subscribers of their rights to be placed on such a list; (4) place a telephone subscriber on a do-not-call list within reasonable time after the request is made (or not later than 60 days); and (5) maintain the request for a reasonable period after the request is made.39 Commenters assert that telemarketers who can certify and demonstrate compliance with the above should be afforded a legal presumption of compliance with the rules and allowed to use such demonstration as a defense in any private or Commission enforcement action.40 A few commenters propose that telephone subscribers be notified of Commission policy and telemarketer procedures through telemarketer mailings, local subscriber phone directories, news, bill inserts, or in a live preamble prior to solicitation.41 Some commenters propose that residential subscribers be given the option of contacting DMA, which maintains an industry-based do-not-call list (through its Telephone Preference Service), in lieu of contacting numerous companies individually.

22. Commenters opposed to industry-based or company-specific do-not-call lists contend that existing industry-based and company-specific lists have not reduced the number of unwanted telephone solicitations, and that Congress has found such efforts ineffective.42 Further, these commenters argue that these alternatives provide no affirmative method for the consumer to avoid or reject a telemarketer's first call in advance. Moreover, Private Citizen, Inc. (Private Citizen) contends that telemarketers do not always heed an initial do-not-call request, and may call a consumer several times before honoring a

38 See, e.g., comments of American Telemarketing Association (ATA), Citicorp.
39 See, e.g., comments of Citicorp; DMA; reply comments of AMEX and Ameritech.
40 See, e.g., comments of AMEX, Citicorp.
41 See, e.g., comments of Ameritech, Citicorp.
42 CSC cites House Report 102-317 at 19-20, finding the existing DMA list to be unsatisfactory because it is "not comprehensive in nature." See also comments of Consumer Action, Lejeune, and U.S. West.
consumer’s request not to receive further calls or solicitations.

23. The legislative history suggests that properly implemented company-specific do-not-call lists would satisfy the statutory requirements of the TCPA.43 In light of that assertion, and upon weighing the costs and benefits of company-specific and industry-based do-not-call lists against the costs and benefits of the other alternatives presented in the record, we conclude that the company-specific do-not-call list alternative is the most effective and efficient means to permit telephone subscribers to avoid unwanted telephone solicitations.44 Such lists are already maintained on a voluntary basis by many telemarketers and could be established swiftly by individuals, small businesses, or large companies. Mandatory company-specific do-not-call lists would allow residential subscribers to selectively halt calls from telemarketers from which they do not wish to hear. Such lists would also afford residential telephone subscribers with a means to terminate a business relationship in instances in which they are no longer interested in that company’s products or services. Additionally, businesses could gain useful information about consumer preferences, and can comply with such preferences without overly burdensome costs or administrative procedures. This alternative would best protect residential subscriber confidentiality because do-not-call lists would not be universally accessible, and could be verified with a telemarketer’s own customer information. Company-specific do-not-call lists would impose the costs of protecting consumer privacy squarely on telemarketers rather than telephone companies or consumers who do not wish to be called. Moreover, the costs of maintaining a do-not-call list are less likely to be passed on to residential telephone subscribers even indirectly, because they would be minimal, involving only the addition of do-not-call preferences to

43 "With respect to both company-specific and industry-wide databases, the Commission should consider whether making such practices mandatory, and imposing substantial sanctions for violations would increase their effectiveness to the point that they could satisfy the statutory requirements of this Act." House Report 102-317, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991) at 20.

44 Several commenters oppose the implementation of mandatory industry-based lists, arguing that this alternative raises the same problems of cost, confidentiality, and obsolescence as a national database. See, e.g., comments of Bell Atlantic and CUC International. Industry-based do-not-call lists may be appropriate for smaller telemarketers who find it more economical or efficient to maintain do-not-call lists in cooperation with other telemarketers in the same region or industry. See, e.g., comments of Time Warner, Inc. (TWI). Therefore, our decision to choose the company-specific do-not-call list alternative does not preclude telemarketers from voluntarily maintaining an industry-based do-not-call list as long as that method comports with the rules set forth in § 64.1200(e) for maintaining do-not-call lists. We emphasize that, regardless of the method chosen, the person or entity making a telephone solicitation, or on whose behalf a telephone solicitation is made, will ultimately be held responsible for compliance with our rules. See para. 24, infra.
existing calling lists. Such lists are more likely to be accurate than a national database because a single party would be responsible for recording and maintaining do-not-call requests, and that party could verify a consumer's identification with its own customer information. In sum, the company-specific do-not-call list alternative represents a careful balancing of the privacy interests of residential telephone subscribers against the commercial speech rights of telemarketers and the continued viability of a valuable business service. For these reasons, we conclude that the company-specific do-not-call list is the alternative that best accomplishes the purposes of the TCPA.

24. The comments persuade us that we must mandate procedures for establishing company-specific do-not-call lists to ensure effective compliance with and enforcement of the requirements for protecting consumer privacy. See § 64.1200(e). Unlike the DMA list cited by OCR at n. 42, supra, the alternative we adopt today requires the compliance of all telemarketers engaged in telephone solicitation as defined in the TCPA. Thus, any person or entity engaged in telephone solicitation is required to maintain a list of residential telephone subscribers who request not to be called by the telemarketer. The requirements will help ensure that residential subscriber privacy is protected from further undesired solicitations and will avoid the wide dissemination of information regarding a subscriber's do-not-call request. Each person or entity making a telephone solicitation, or on whose behalf a telephone solicitation is made, will be held ultimately responsible for maintenance of its do-not-call list and will be fully accountable for any problems arising in the maintenance and accuracy of the list. Telemarketers are required to maintain do-not-call lists on a permanent basis, so that consumers will not be burdened with periodic calls to renew a do-not-call list.

45 We emphasize that § 227(c)(2) prohibits the imposition of any charge on residential subscribers from procedures to protect them from unwanted solicitations.

46 See, e.g., comments of DMA.

47 Tax-exempt nonprofit organizations are not subject to this requirement because the TCPA excludes such organizations from the definition of "telephone solicitation." See § 227(a)(3). Therefore, tax-exempt nonprofit organizations need not maintain do-not-call lists.

The definition of "telephone solicitation" in § 227(a)(3) also excludes calls made to parties with whom the caller has an established business relationship and calls for which the calling party has received the called party's prior express invitation or permission. We emphasize, however, that subscribers may sever any business relationship, i.e., revoke consent to any future solicitations, by requesting that they not receive further calls from a telemarketer, thus subjecting that telemarketer to the requirements of § 64.1200(e).

48 See n. 44, supra. The TCPA enforcement mechanisms are discussed in paras. 55-56, infra.
request. Moreover, in the absence of a specific request by the subscriber to the contrary, a residential subscriber’s do-not-call request shall apply to the particular business entity making the call (or on whose behalf a call is made), and will not apply to affiliated entities unless the consumer reasonably would expect them to be included given the identification of the caller and the product being advertised.49 Finally, § 227(C)(5) of the TCPA provides that a telemarketer’s implementation, with due care, of reasonable practices and procedures in compliance with the requirements for protection of residential subscribers from unwanted telephone solicitations will be an affirmative defense to a cause of action brought regarding a violation of such requirements.50

25. Time of Day Restrictions. While many commenters support reasonable time of day restrictions on telemarketing calls,51 several state that such restrictions are unnecessary because responsible telemarketers already restrict their calls to reasonable hours as a sound business practice.52 The OFCC notes that many telemarketing complaints mention the late or unreasonable hour of the call. Several commenters urge the Commission not to adopt time of day restrictions which would conflict with the requirements of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA).53

26. We concur with commenters that responsible telemarketers are likely to restrict their calls to reasonable hours. However, both the record and the legislative history indicate that early morning and late night telephone solicitations are a significant nuisance to telephone subscribers. In light of the record and the legislative history, we conclude that it is in the public interest to impose time of day restrictions on telephone solicitations as reasonable limitations to invasions of residential subscriber privacy. We


50 The Newspaper Association of America suggests that alternative methods and procedures should be permitted for second class mail permit holders if the national database alternative is mandated, but states that separate treatment would not be necessary under the company-specific do-not-call list option. In light of our selection of the company-specific do-not-call list as the preferred alternative for limiting unwanted telephone solicitations, we do not believe that separate methods and procedures are required for small businesses, independent contractors, or holders of second class mail permits. We conclude that the benefits of company-specific do-not-call lists are the same, e.g. cost, efficiency, and effectiveness, for small entities and for holders of second class mail permits as they are for larger enterprises, and therefore these entities will be subject to the same requirements under our rules.

51 See, e.g., comments of Ameritech; CBA; and NATA.

52 See, e.g., comments of Bell Atlantic.

53 See, e.g., comments of American Collectors Association (ACA). The FDCPA prohibits calls before the hour of 8 AM and after 9 PM, local time at the called party’s location, 15 U.S.C. § 1692c(1). See also paras. 36-39 infra.
concur with the commenters that any conflict between the requirements of the TCPA and the FDCPA would make compliance with both statutes confusing. Accordingly, telemarketers will be subject to the same time of day restrictions as are imposed on debt collectors under the FDCPA. These regulations will coincide with the FDCPA prohibition against calls before the hour of 8 AM and after 9 PM, local time at the called party’s location. We believe that time of day restrictions will protect consumers from objectionable calls while not unduly burdening legitimate telemarketing activity.

C. Autodialers and Artificial or Prerecorded Messages

1. General Prohibitions.

27. The TCPA prohibits the use of autodialers and prerecorded messages to place calls to an emergency telephone line, to health care facilities, to radio common carrier services, and to services for which the called party is charged for the call, except in emergencies or with the prior express consent of the called party. It also prohibits prerecorded message calls (but not autodialed calls) to residences except in emergencies or with the prior express consent of the called party. The TCPA, however, permits the Commission to exempt from the residential prohibition calls which are non-commercial and commercial calls which do not adversely affect the privacy rights of the called party and which do not transmit an unsolicited advertisement. § 227(b)(2)(B). Accordingly, the NPRM proposed to exempt these calls from the residential prohibitions, as well as calls from parties with which the called party has an established business relationship and calls from tax-exempt nonprofit organizations.

28. Commenters generally support the prohibitions in the NPRM on the use of autodialers and prerecorded messages. Specifically, Centel Corporation (Centel) and Citicorp concur that the restrictions set forth in the NPRM properly balance consumer privacy concerns and legitimate telemarketing practices. Many commenters, however, request clarification regarding the scope of these prohibitions. As discussed below, we adopt the general prohibitions and the exemptions proposed in the NPRM, clarifying their scope as requested.

2. Prior Express Consent.

29. The TCPA allows autodialed and prerecorded message calls if the called party expressly consents to their use. Several commenters express concern that they would unintentionally incur liability by placing calls to individuals who provided a number at one of the "prohibited destinations" (for example, a hospital or an emergency line) as the number at which that individual could be reached. Commenters note that they have no way of knowing whether numbers provided to them fall in one of the categories of destinations to which calls are prohibited, or whether such numbers have been changed without notification.

54 See, e.g., comments of American Bankers Association (ABA).

55 See, e.g., comments of BellSouth.
30. Many commenters express the view that any telephone subscriber that provides his or her telephone number to a business does so with the expectation that the party to whom the number was given will return the call. Hence, any telephone subscriber who releases his or her telephone number has, in effect, given prior express consent to be called by the entity to which the number was released.56 Private Citizen urges the Commission to reject this interpretation and points out that some 800 numbers have the capacity to record the telephone number of an incoming call without the caller's knowledge or consent. It urges the Commission to clarify that telemarketers may not use the telephone numbers of persons who call to make inquiries without expressly requesting permission to use the number for that purpose.

31. We emphasize that under the prohibitions set forth in § 227(b)(1) and in §§ 64.1200(a)-(d) of our rules, only calls placed by automatic telephone dialing systems or using an artificial or prerecorded voice are prohibited. If a call is otherwise subject to the prohibitions of § 64.1200, persons who knowingly release their phone numbers have in effect given their invitation or permission to be called at the number which they have given, absent instructions to the contrary.57 Hence, telemarketers will not violate our rules by calling a number which was provided as one at which the called party wishes to be reached. However, if a caller's number is "captured" by a Caller ID or an ANI device without notice to the residential telephone subscriber, the caller cannot be considered to have given an invitation or permission to receive autodialer or prerecorded voice message calls. Therefore, calls may be placed to "captured" numbers only if such calls fall under the existing exemptions to the restrictions on autodialer and prerecorded message calls.

3. Exemptions to Prohibited Uses of Artificial or Prerecorded Messages.

32. Established Business Relationship. The NFRM tentatively concluded that the privacy rights the TCPA intended to protect through the prohibition on prerecorded message calls to residences are not adversely affected where the called party has or had a voluntary business relationship with the caller. Most commenters support the proposed exemption in the NFRM for calls to persons with whom the caller has a prior or existing business relationship. CSC argues that the proposed exemption is overbroad because it extends beyond current or ongoing business relationships to prior business relationships. Further, CSC contends that the TCPA intended to exempt business relationship calls only from its restrictions on live operation solicitations and not from the autodialer prohibitions. CSC maintains that, at a minimum, the Commission should require actual consent to telephone solicitations and must clearly provide a means by which consumers may terminate any such relationship.

56 See, e.g., comments of Citicorp and J.C. Penney.

57 See House Report, 102-317, 1st Sess., 102nd Cong. (1991), at p. 13, which supports this interpretation, noting that in such instances "the called party has in essence requested the contact by providing the caller with their telephone number for use in normal business communications."
33. In addition, we sought comment on the proper scope of this exemption and on the definition of the term "business relationship." However, comments regarding the proper definition and scope of this exemption vary widely. Many commenters concur that an existing business relationship could not be formed with a residential telephone subscriber solely on the basis of a prior solicitation. Many commenters contend that the Commission should adhere to the broadest possible definition of the business relationship, rather than a narrow definition which may exclude many categories of appropriately exempted calls. Other commenters suggest various factors for determining the existence of a business relationship, including an exchange of consideration; a transaction between the caller and the called party within some specified period prior to the telephone solicitation; a previous inquiry or an application made by the called party to the caller for products or services; time elapsed since last inquiry or transaction; and prior express consent by the called party to the caller for future calls.

34. Although the TCPA does not explicitly exempt prerecorded message calls from a party with whom the consumer has an established business relationship, it provides an exemption for commercial calls which do not adversely affect residential subscriber privacy interests and do not include an unsolicited advertisement. We conclude, based upon the comments received and the legislative history, that a solicitation to someone with whom a prior business relationship exists does not adversely affect subscriber privacy interests. Moreover, such a solicitation can be deemed to be invited or permitted by a subscriber in light of the business relationship. Additionally, the legislative history indicates that the TCPA does not intend to unduly interfere with ongoing business relationships; barring autodialer solicitations or requiring actual consent to prerecorded message calls where such relationships exist could significantly impede communications between businesses and their customers. Thus, we are not persuaded that the TCPA precludes the use of prerecorded messages to make solicitations to a party with whom the telemarketer has an established business relationship. In view of the support in the record for the exemption and the legislative history, we conclude that the TCPA permits an exemption for established business relationship calls from the restriction on artificial or prerecorded message calls to residences. We

58 See, e.g., comments of OPUC.
59 See, e.g., comments of ACA and AMEX.
60 See, e.g., comments of ABA and ACA.
61 See, e.g., comments of InterVoice.
63 We emphasize, however, that a business may not make telephone solicitations to an existing or former customer who has asked to be placed on that company's do-not-call list. A customer's request to be placed on the company's do-not-call list terminates the business relationship between the company and that customer for the purpose of any future solicitation. See n.
decline to create more specific business relationship exemptions as requested by several commenters, such as utility companies, in favor of an exemption broad enough to encompass a wide range of business relationships. Finally, consistent with our conclusions at para. 24 supra, we find that a consumer's established business relationship with one company may also extend to the company's affiliates and subsidiaries.64

35. Many commenters concur with our tentative conclusion that a business relationship should be defined broadly rather than narrowly (e.g., an exchange of consideration), but that it cannot be formed solely on the basis of a prior solicitation.65 Based on the record in this proceeding and the legislative intent to address a broad range of business relationships in the rules, we adopt our tentative conclusion.66 Accordingly, the rules define "established business relationship" as a prior or existing relationship formed by a voluntary two-way communication between the caller and the called party, which relationship has not been previously terminated by either party. The relationship may be formed with or without an exchange of consideration on the basis of an inquiry, application, purchase or transaction by the residential telephone subscriber regarding products or services offered by the telemarketer.67 A broad definition of the business relationship can encompass a wide variety of business relationships (e.g., publishers with subscribers, credit agreements) without eliminating legitimate relationships not specifically mentioned in the record. Accordingly, we reject proposals to define a business relationship by reference to consideration or to a period of time because such narrow definitions may exclude legitimate categories of business relationships.

36. Debt Collection Calls. In the NPRM, we observed that all debt

47, supra.

64 See House Report, 102-317, 102d Cong., 1st Session (1991), pp. 13-17, noting that solicitations by persons or entities affiliated with businesses which have an established business relationship with the consumer would be permissible in certain circumstances, but that companies should honor requests not to call again notwithstanding any business relationship with the consumer.

65 See, e.g., comments of AMEX, TWI.


67 As we noted in para. 31, supra, a party making an inquiry cannot be considered to have given prior express consent to future autodialed or prerecorded message calls simply because that party's number has been "captured" by an ANI device or similar system. Nor can a consumer inquiry be considered to create a business relationship where the consumer's number has been captured absent that consumer's express invitation or permission to be contacted at the captured number.
collection circumstances involve a prior or existing business relationship. In
addition, we tentatively concluded that debt collection calls are exempt from
the TCPA's prohibitions against prerecorded message calls because they are
commercial calls which do not convey an unsolicited advertisement and do not
adversely affect residential subscriber rights.

37. Commenters generally support an exemption for debt collection
calls.68 Commenters concur that debt collection calls are exempt as calls to
parties with whom the caller has a prior or existing business relationship,
and further argue that debtors have given prior express consent to such calls
by incurring a debt.69 AFSA requests the Commission to explicitly exempt calls
where terms of a credit agreement are not met. Moreover, AFSA argues that debt
collection calls should be exempted as commercial calls not transmitting an
unsolicited advertisement and not adversely affecting privacy rights. A number
of commenters urge the Commission to include language clarifying that calls
made on behalf of a creditor or other entity attempting to collect a debt are
exempted. CSC opposes a debt collection exemption, arguing that such an
exemption would increase the potential for harassment. Other commenters
maintain that prerecorded message calls are the least intrusive means of debt
collection, and that elimination of this option could lead to higher
transaction and loan servicing costs.70

38. Many commenters request clarification of the identification
requirements for artificial or prerecorded voice messages because these
requirements appear to conflict with the requirements of the FDCPA. The FDCPA
prohibits debt collection agents from revealing the identity of the creditor or
the purpose of the call to third parties, and that a debt collector determine
that the called party is the debtor before revealing the purpose of the call.71
If the call is delivered using an artificial or prerecorded voice message, the
message must be fashioned so that the purpose of the call is not revealed to a
third party. The TCPA, on the other hand, requires prerecorded messages to
identify the individual, business, or other entity placing the call at the
beginning of the message. Some commenters urge the Commission to provide

68 See comments of ABA; American Financial Services Association (AFSA); the
Coalition; Citicorp; CBA; Gannett; Household International; National Retail
Federation; Teknekron; and Wells Fargo.

69 See comments of ACA; AFSA; Ameritech; Citicorp; CBA; Household
International; Ohio Student Loan Commission; and Wells Fargo.

70 See comments of the Coalition; CBA; Digital Systems International; and
the National Retail Federation.

71 Debt collectors subject to the FDCPA are prohibited from conveying any
information to third parties, even inadvertently, with respect to the existence
of a debt. 15 U.S.C. § 1629b-c. The FDCPA requires a collector initiating a
call answered by a third party to identify himself by name but not to disclose
the name of his employer unless asked. 15 U.S.C. § 1629b(1). See comments of
ACA.
specific language for use in prerecorded messages. Other commenters simply urge the Commission not to adopt requirements which would conflict with the requirements of the FCRA. The ABA suggests that the Commission adopt language to the effect that no requirements under § 227(d)(3) of the TCPA be deemed to preempt the requirement of other federal or state laws.

39. Upon consideration of these comments, we conclude that an express exemption from the TCPA's prohibitions for debt collection calls is unnecessary because such calls are adequately covered by exemptions we are adopting here for commercial calls which do not transmit an unsolicited advertisement and for established business relationships. As proposed in the NPRM, these exemptions would also apply where a third party places a debt collection call on behalf of the company holding the debt. Whether the call is placed by or on behalf of the creditor, prerecorded debt collection calls would be exempt from the prohibitions on such calls to residences as: (1) calls from a party with whom the consumer has an established business relationship, and (2) commercial calls which do not adversely affect privacy rights and which do not transmit an unsolicited advertisement.72 With respect to concerns regarding compliance with both the FCRA and our rules in prerecorded message calls, we emphasize that the identification requirements will not apply to debt collection calls because such calls are not autodialer calls (i.e., dialed using a random or sequential number generator) and hence are not subject to the identification requirements for prerecorded messages in 64.1200(e)(4) of our rules.73 Accordingly, we reject as unnecessary proposals that we provide specific language for use in prerecorded debt collection messages. In any event, to the extent any conflicts exist, compliance with both statutes is possible through the use of live calls.

40. Tax-Exempt Nonprofit Organizations and Non-Commercial Calls. In the NPRM, we sought comment on whether tax-exempt nonprofit organizations should be exempt from the TCPA's prohibitions on prerecorded message calls to residences either because such calls are not made for commercial purposes, or because they are commercial calls which do not adversely affect privacy interests and which do not transmit an unsolicited advertisement. See § 64.1200(a)(2). We observed that the TCPA seeks primarily to protect subscribers from unrestricted commercial telemarketing activities. Commenters generally support the proposed exemption. However, a number of commenters object to such exemptions for calls from nonprofit organizations, arguing that such calls are also a nuisance and an invasion of privacy.74 The legislative history of the TCPA contrasts calls made by tax-exempt nonprofit organizations with commercial calls and indicates that commercial calls have by far produced the greatest number of complaints

72 A creditor may solicit a residential subscriber using a prerecorded message as long the established business relationship has not been previously severed by the debtor. This interpretation reflects the legislative intent expressed in House Report, 102-317, 102d Cong., 1st Session (1991), pp. 14-17.

73 See comments of ABA, ACA. See also paras. 25-26 supra.

74 See, e.g., comments of NCL and CPUC.
about unwanted calls.\textsuperscript{75} Moreover, no evidence has been presented in this proceeding to show that non-commercial calls represent as serious a concern for telephone subscribers as unsolicited commercial calls. Accordingly, based on the comments and the legislative history of TCPA, we conclude that tax-exempt nonprofit organizations should be exempt from the prohibition on prerecorded message calls to residences as non-commercial calls. Therefore, we will not seek additional authority to curb calls by tax-exempt nonprofit organizations.

41. Some commenters urge the Commission to expressly exempt specific categories of additional organizations such as market research or polling organizations, whose activities are not invasive of residential privacy rights and were not intended to be prohibited by the TCPA.\textsuperscript{76} We find that the exemption for non-commercial calls from the prohibition on prerecorded messages to residences includes calls conducting research, market surveys, political polling or similar activities which do not involve solicitation as defined by our rules.\textsuperscript{77} We thus reject as unnecessary the proposal to create specific exemptions for such activities.


42. Elderly Home. The TCPA prohibits autodialer and prerecorded message calls to "elderly homes" absent prior express consent or unless it is an emergency call. \textit{APSA requests clarification of the term, as it appears in § 227(b)(1) (A)(ii) and in the proposed rules, § 64.1200(a)(1)(ii), noting that the term is sufficiently ambiguous to include the private homes of elderly telephone subscribers as well as health care establishments. Since the TCPA does not define the term, we must apply the plain meaning of the words in interpreting the statute. This term clearly refers to a residential setting for the elderly, but also suggests the vernacular for institutions like nursing homes and other long term health care facilities. Its placement in a section which refers to other health care facilities rather than in the following section regarding calls to residential telephone subscribers also suggests that the words are meant to describe an institutional setting in which the elderly reside, as opposed to any reference to the private homes of the elderly. Given the placement of this term in the statute and the lack of evidence in the legislative history suggesting any contrary meaning, we conclude that the words "elderly home" do not refer to the private homes of the elderly, and that the words are intended to include in the general prohibition against autodialer and

\textsuperscript{75} See, House Report 102-317 at 16-17 stating that "most unwanted telephone solicitations are commercial in nature" and that "the two main sources of consumer problems -- high volume of solicitations and unexpected solicitations -- are not present in solicitations by nonprofit organizations." See also, Senate Report 102-177 at 6, to accompany Bill S. 1410. 102d Cong., (1991).

\textsuperscript{76} See comments of Congressman Brewster and Public Forum.

\textsuperscript{77} See para. 45, infra., emphasizing that market research or surveys would be prohibited under § 227 of the TCPA and § 64.1200(a)(1) if the called party were charged for the call without the party's prior express consent or if such calls contain unsolicited advertisements.
artificial or prerecorded voice messages calls made to health care facilities and those institutions which house primarily elderly persons.

43. Radio Common Carriers. The TCPA prohibits autodialer and prerecorded message calls to radio common carrier services or any service for which the called party is charged for the call. § 227(b)(1)(iii). The Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA) and Cantel Corporation urge the Commission to exempt from the prohibitions on autodialers and prerecorded messages those calls made by cellular carriers to cellular subscribers (as part of the subscriber’s service) for which the called party is not charged. These commenters point out that cellular customers are not charged for calls which, for example, monitor service or issue warnings to “roamers” that they are moving out of the carrier’s service area. Therefore, such calls should either be exempted from the prohibitions of § 64.1200 (a)(1)(iii), or should be interpreted as not intended to be prohibited by Congress.

44. In addition, West Marketing Services (West), a market research firm, states that it licenses a program, CelShare, which places calls to cellular phones to measure a cellular carrier’s share of a given cellular market. The CelShare program monitors cellular telephone company messages to determine whether a random sample of telephone numbers is active or inactive. To avoid actually reaching a cellular customer, calling devices are normally used in the middle of the night, are set to two rings, and immediately disconnect if a cellular customer answers the call. West states that three live connections are made for every 1,000 calls. Since the primary function of its program is market research, and since no telemarketing is involved, West urges the Commission to allow its program to operate under the proposed rules. West notes that several states have specifically exempted its program from the definition of prohibited autodialer calls.

45. Based on the plain language of § 227(b)(1)(iii), we conclude that the TCPA did not intend to prohibit autodialer or prerecorded message calls to cellular customers for which the called party is not charged. Moreover, neither TCPA nor the legislative history indicates that Congress intended to impede communications between radio common carriers and their customers regarding the delivery of customer services by barring calls to cellular subscribers for which the subscriber is not called. Accordingly, cellular carriers need not obtain additional consent from their cellular subscribers prior to initiating autodialer and artificial and prerecorded message calls for which the cellular subscriber is not charged. However, the market research calls to cellular carriers, as conducted by the West CelShare program, are clearly prohibited absent the prior express consent of the cellular customer called. While West appears to take pains to avoid calls which will result in charges to cellular subscribers, the fact that its market research calls result in such charges and are made without prior consent from the subscribers places its service under the prohibitions of the TCPA and the rules.78

78 A few commenters note that the NPRM omitted from the proposed rules the phrase "or other radio common carrier service," as it appears in §227(b) (1) (A) (iii) of the TCPA. This language was indeed inadvertently omitted from the text of the proposed rule, and has been included in
46. Voice Messaging Services. Several commenters request clarification that services which store and forward messages for later delivery to the called party are not intended to be prohibited by the TCPA or by the proposed rules. In urging the Commission to create a specific exemption for such services, the commenters point to numerous statements in the legislative history in which Members of Congress expressed an expectation that such services would be exempted from the prohibitions of the TCPA. Bell Atlantic asserts that the intent of Congress was to restrict unsolicited advertising, not communications services which store and transmit individual customer messages. MessagePhone concurs and references the Modified Final Judgment, which, inter alia, permits the regional Bell Operating Companies to engage in such services, and lends support for such an exemption. Commenters contend that the Commission has already found such services to be in the public interest, citing a recent Commission decision granting a waiver to permit the delivery of Coin Message Delivery Services, which has been recently deployed by Bell Atlantic. Ameritech urges the Commission to clarify whether the prerecorded message identification requirement applies to the local operating company or the person leaving the message, or both, for messages recorded using services like the Public Telephone Message Delivery Service (PTMDS). Ameritech contends that if the person leaving the message identifies himself or herself, then further identifying information (such as a telephone number or address) is unnecessary.

47. The TCPA did not carve out a specific exemption for voice messaging services. However, the services referred to by the commenters would appear to fall either outside the TCPA's prohibitions or under an exemption. The prohibitions of § 227(b)(1) clearly do not apply to functions like "speed dialing," "call forwarding," or public telephone delayed message services (PTMDS), because the numbers called are not generated in a random or sequential fashion. Voice messaging services used to send personal prerecorded voice

§64.1200(a)(1)(iii) to mirror the language of the TCPA. See Appendix B.

79 See comments of Ameritech and MessagePhone.

80 See comments of Ameritech and reply comments of Ameritech at 4, n.9.


83 We emphasize that where such services are used for the purpose of telephone solicitation in violation of our rules and the TCPA, the users of the services, not the carriers providing the services, would be held liable, consistent with Congress' policy that carriers not be held responsible for the content of messages transmitted through the network. See statement of Senator Hollings, Congressional Record, S 18785 (November 27, 1991). Of course,